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TheSubVet.com has become an Affiliate Partner with 

Bottom Gun Coffee Company.  

TheSubVet.com has become an Affiliate Partner with 

(BGCC) Bottom Gun Coffee Company. 

We are excited to announce this new venture in marketing fine roasted Coffee for all 

Mariners of the Sea and their families.  BGCC is focused on high standards and is aligned 

with TSV values as well which makes this a great relationship for both Ventures.  

 

 

http://thesubvet.com/


 
 

                                          BottomGunCoffeeCompany.com 

Eric Ryle owner Of TSV said “We will be the marketing arm for BGCC in which we hope to 

grow the Coffee Subscriber Membership and Customer base. It's really a great opportunity 

for our specific community to have a fine roasted Coffee Selection for the Navy and Coast 

Guard and of course the Warriors of the Deep.” 

Coffee has always played a special and important role for those who chose to conquer the 

sea, and BGCC wants to play that role with its various fine aromas and flavors to choose 

from for your days and weeks at sea or great seafaring memories of the past. 

About Bottom Gun Coffee Company 

Bottom Gun Coffee Company was born from the love of coffee while serving in the 

Submarine Force for the great U-S of A. I learned there was a great deal of rivalry between 

the men on board, and great respect as well. With that shared, one common thread ran 

through the crew, long hours! And of course, coffee ran like water from the urns. Fresh 

coffee was good on a boat, but it wasn’t always fresh, or some “new” guy made it so bitter it 

was evil. Bottom Gun Coffee Coffee Company will ensure that the “new pot” freshness 

experience will be yours with every brew we offer. Our coffee is roasted by master roasters 

and our beans are direct from the growers. So when you start out with the quality you end 

with a fine brew! 

Sailors and Seafarers who want to experience BGCC for them self can order their 

Coffee by a monthly subscription or by the pound now by applying a special 

Discount Code of “ TSV ” at checkout.     

                                          BottomGunCoffeeCompany.com 

Please join TheSubVet.com on Bottom Gun Coffee Company in Its mission to provide the 

finest coffee you have ever tasted and new pride in the Submarine Community and for 

Seafarers and families alike. 
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